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The Chemical Engineer
The extraction of crude oil has fueled
Alaska in many ways since the big
discovery at Prudhoe Bay. A landmark
test performed at one of the iconic fields
there in 2009 is enabling the recovery of
billions more barrels of oil worldwide.
Jim Seccombe, 58, a Coloradan who
came up to Alaska in 1986 to work for BP
Exploration Alaska, was the supervisor of
a team that proved it is possible to extract
up to 20-40 percent more oil from pasttheir-prime oilfields by pressuring them
with fresher water.
The story begins with a short lesson in
oilfield recovery technology. An oilfield
is an underground reservoir trapped in
rock. Small holes in the rock, called pores,
are filled with hydrocarbons (gas and/or
oil) and water. To get oil out, workers drill
a well and cement a metal casing in the
hole. Oil flows upward through the casing
under its own pressure.
The technique of flooding oilfields with
water to maintain that pressure has been
around since the late 1800s. Starting in
the mid-1990s, Norm Morrow of the
University of Wyoming and scientists at
BP’s U.K. Technology Center used samples
of reservoir rock that were saturated with
oil to determine the effect of water salinity
and chemistry on oil recovery.
BP scientists learned that when they
reached a point where no more oil could
be recovered by injection of seawater,
further injection with low salinity soft
water resulted in additional oil being
recovered.
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Fresher water worked in the lab, but the
true test was to try it on a working oilfield.
BP looked at its assets around the world
and decided on Endicott Field in Alaska.
In 1987, Endicott produced its first oil
from manmade drilling islands that are
one half mile offshore and 15 miles north
of Prudhoe Bay. Endicott was a declining
reservoir when Seccombe got the backing
to lead a team of eight to test freshwater
flooding.
He designed the 2008-2009 field trial as
follows: In a corner of the Endicott field,
workers drilled injection and producer
holes about 1,000 feet apart. Into the
injector hole, workers forced more than
250,000 gallons of water each day for 10
months. Supplying that water was a fleet
of insulated trucks that carried it from a
freshwater gravel pit nine miles away.
By monitoring tracer chemicals they added
to the water, Seccombe and his colleague
Arnaud Lager saw that freshwater enabled
the field to keep producing long after
saltwater injection brought up nothing.
“We saw the water chemistry change just
like we predicted, and all of a sudden we
were making more oil than we did before,”
Seccombe says.
The secret, here oversimplified, involved
Lager’s hunch that the chemical charges
of the ions in saltwater clung to ions on
clays in the pore spaces of the reservoir.
Fresh water broke the bonds and freed
up more oil molecules from grains of
sandstone rock.
Their result was contrary to a paradigm

of petroleum engineering: For years,
professors lectured that injecting fresh
water into an oilfield with clays in the
pore spaces would cause clays to swell,
reducing the ability of the oil to flow.
“The whole industry thought this way for
30 or 40 years,” Seccombe says. “The
focus was more on the oil properties than
on the properties of the injected water.”
But the industry was certainly paying
attention to the work Seccombe’s team
was doing a few miles offshore of northern
Alaska. After the Endicott testing but
before his results were published,
Seccombe remembers he was at a
conference in Croatia. He got up and asked
attendees — many of them engineers like
himself — how many thought low-salinity
well flooding had potential. About threequarters raised their hands. Then he asked
how many were testing the technique on
their companies’ oilfields. All the hands
went down.
“We’re watching to see what happens
at Endicott,” an engineer from another
company said.
BP has announced that the low-salinity
technology, proved up by the Endicott
pilot that Seccombe worked on, will be
applied around the world at BP-operated
facilities. Officials expect it to allow
recovery in excess of two billion barrels
of oil that would have been left in the
ground using conventional methods. And
that staggering number gets multiplied as
other companies adopt the technology
Seccombe and his team proved in
northern Alaska.

